Pleural Biopsy

Information for Patients

What is a pleural biopsy?

A pleural biopsy is a procedure to remove a sample of the tissue lining the inside of the chest wall to check for disease or infection.
**Who will be doing the procedure & where?**

The procedure will be carried out by a qualified doctor with a suitable level of experience. Because this is a Teaching Hospital, the doctor performing the procedure may be supervised by a senior doctor.

The procedure will take place in the procedure room in the Acute Medical Unit on Level 5 of the Thomas Kemp Tower at the Royal Sussex County Hospital.

**How do I prepare?**

You may be asked to have a blood test a few days before you come to hospital.

Please take any normal medicines including painkillers before you come in. If you are on blood thinning treatment such as Warfarin, Clopidogrel or injections your doctor should have arranged for these to be stopped in advance.

You may also eat and drink as normal.

Most patients will be asked to arrive in the morning and be able to leave an hour or two after the procedure.

**What happens during the procedure?**

You will be asked to make yourself comfortable in the sitting position. The skin at the biopsy site will be cleansed and a local anaesthetic will be injected into the skin and into the pleural membrane. A larger, hollow needle is then inserted through the skin and into the chest cavity. The needle is rotated and as it is taken out, tissue samples are collected. Usually, four to six biopsy samples are taken. When the biopsy needle is inserted you may feel pressure. As the needle is withdrawn you may feel a ‘tugging’ sensation. The procedure usually takes up to 30 minutes.
**Will it hurt?**
The local anaesthetic will sting at first but it will allow the needle to be inserted without causing too much discomfort.

**Are there any risks associated with the procedure?**
Having a pleural biopsy is a relatively safe procedure and the chance of having a complication is small. There is a slight chance of the needle puncturing the wall of the lung which can produce a partial collapse of the lung. For this reason, a chest x-ray is always done after the biopsy. This problem will usually get better on its own but occasionally requires the insertion of a tube to drain air from the lung (chest drain). There is also a small risk of bleeding or infection.

The procedure can cause a fall in blood pressure. Cutting the pleural membrane stimulates the nerves, which reflex and cause a transient reduction in blood pressure.

**What happens afterwards?**
The biopsy site will then be bandaged and sometimes a stitch is required to close the site.

After the biopsy you can eat and drink normally and you should be able to resume normal activities, including light work after 24 hours.

The tissue removed during the procedure will be examined and your results will be discussed by the Respiratory Team, which will then be discussed with you in an outpatient appointment.
Useful Contact Numbers & Website

Acute Medical Unit - 01273 696955 (Ext. 3435)
Respiratory Secretaries - 01273 696955 (Ext. 3106/3107)
District Nurses - 01273 885000
www.patient.co.uk

If you do not understand this leaflet, we can arrange for an interpreter.

إذا كنت لا تستطيع فهم محتويات هذه النشرة فبإمكاننا عمل الترتيبات لتوفير مترجم.

এই প্রচারপুস্তিকাটি যদি আপনি বুঝতে না পারেন, তবে আপনার জন্য আমরা একজন অনুবাদকের ব্যবস্থা করে দিতে পারি.

如你不明白本单张的内容，我們可安排口譯員服務。

如你不明白本传单的内容，我们可安排口译员服务。

اکر مندرجات این جزوه را غیرهمدید، ما مترجم در اختیارتان بهکارانیم.

Jeśli masz trudności w zrozumieniu tej ulotki, możemy zorganizować tłumacza.
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